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Ensure Your 
Ideas are Heard 
and Drive Action 
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1
Be
Passionate



Passion is Contagious 

“People imitate your emotions 
and feel your feelings. If you’re 
passionate about your topic, this 
excitement will be contagious for 
the audience. Don’t hold back.”

Susan Weinschenk
100 Things Every Designer Needs to Know about People
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Show Your 
Passion 
Voice
Gestures 
Expressions 
Words
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Show Your 
Passion 

Grab attention 
with your 
opening lines
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Reveal interesting findings 

Ask a “What if you could”. . . question

Make a prediction

Make a comparison to the past 

Put yourself in the story 



Find Your Story 
I had zero chance of becoming an 
astronaut. Nada. 
Well, the teenage version of me didn’t. I 
didn’t pay attention in school, and I hated 
homework. Not the normal pathway to a 
career in space. 
Back in high school, no one would have 
thought I could become an engineer, Navy 
fighter pilot, astronaut and commander of 
the International Space Station. 
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Scott Kelly 

3M Scientists as Storytellers Guide 
https://multimedia.3m.com/mws/media/1667242O/sosi-3-13-
toolkit-pdf.pdf



2
Build the 
Big Picture 
First



Jay Davis 

Even if you don’t 
get through the 
entire discussion   
you will have 
covered the most 
important parts.
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Five Slide Approach

1. The problem
2. The technical gap
3. How to fill the gap
4. Why you or your team are right for the job
5. The ask
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3
Know Who
is Listening



Understand 
Who’s Listening

What They Know
How they Prefer to 
Receive Information 
Introvert or Extrovert
Areas of Interest
Mindsets
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Research 
Your 
Listeners
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Publications
Research Gate
Ask Others
Twitter
Linked In
YouTube



Purpose of Communication
•Determine desired impact 

Take Stock of Current Beliefs
•Identify point of view
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Start from 
where 
your 
listeners
are
•



Tailor Your Approach 

Provide materials to review 
in advance
Slow your pacing
Lower your volume
Don’t bring a crowd 
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Prefer conversation and 
dialogue about a topic
Match the energy
Think out loud together
Ask for feedback 

Introvert Extrovert
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Leverage staffers
Understand context for 
their decisions

Inform then recommend
Ensure they have the 
ability to act

Policymakers
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Lead with the problem your 
science solves

Focus on the business value

Save details for due diligence
Cover all the business plan 
topics

Venture Capital Funder

Nancy Floyd  
Founder
Nth Power Technology 
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4
Spend
More Time on 
Why it Matters 
and Less Time
on How You
Do It



Five Slide Approach
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What’s at 
stake?

Why does this 
work matter?

1. The problem

2. The technical gap

3. How to fill the gap

4. Why you or your 
team are right for 
the job

5. The ask



Why Matters More Than How

“I always discuss science 
in terms of the value to 
society. It’s never about 
THE science.”
– Steve Bohlen
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Endeavor Program - Why 

Non-invasive 
method to 
measure 
pressure 
inside the 
head
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• 70 million traumatic brain injuries globally 
each year

• Risk of high pressure can lead to brain 
damage and death.  

• Monitoring pressure is crucial for 
diagnosis and treatment.

• Currently requires drilling a hole into the 
skull and placing a catheter in the brain.  

• We are creating a device to measure the 
pressure without surgery, making it more 
accessible for millions of people. 



Endeavor Program – How 

Build and 
extend a 
Smart Meter
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• Project involves designing and building 
an analogue front-end smart meter 
board with MSP430, Raspberry Pi zero 
w and LCD 1602.  

• The 24 bits Sigma-Delta ADC of 
MSP430 sample voltage and current 
signal and send the samples to Pi Zero 
through UART.  

• The samples are processed by Pi Zero 
to obtain the required information.  

• These results will be stored in a local 
database for further analysis and 
application. 
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5
Extract the
Essence



Extracting the 
essence is not 
dumbing it down
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Take a 
30,000 
Foot View 

\
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Soybean Waste 
Increases Crop 
Yields

Breanna Tang and Ella Wang
Intel’s Science and Engineering Fair finalists 



New Campaign 

Nicotine is 
Brain 
Poison 
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High-Concept Pitch 

Distills a startup’s 
vision 
One short sentence or 
phrase 
Used to capture 
attention, so you have 
the chance to tell the 
rest of your story
Use familiar words and 
concepts 
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“Some people think high-concept 
pitches are too simple. We agree. 
They are too simple — that’s the 
point. They’re the beginning of a 
conversation, not the end of one.”

VENTURE HACKS http://venturehacks.com/pitching 
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6
Be
Understandable



George Schultz 
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“If you 
want to 
land 
together 
you better 
take off 
together.”



Paradigm

The sum of information 
that scientists associate 
with a topic.
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For instance, Mid Ocean Ridge Basalt
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To me, Mid Ocean 
Ridge Basalt conveys 
the entire structure of 
the earth:

• Spreading ocean basins
• Subduction zones 

consuming the crust
• Volcanoes building new 

land
• The grandeur of plate 

tectonics
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Image National Geographic



But for most 
people, rocks 
are something 
you find in a 
stream.
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When you don’t share a paradigm:

You don’t have the ability to understand the same things,
You don’t even have a framework for understanding,
You can’t translate the words.
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And it is extremely rare to share paradigms.



How to Bridge Paradigm Gaps 

Clear, common language

Explain at the concept level

Mixed phrasing for mixed audiences

Check for understanding 

Anchor to an iconic analogy 
38



Iconic Analogy 



7
Balance 
Precision 
with
Impact



“Oncogenes 
work like an
accelerator 
in a car—
they drive 
cell growth. 
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Learn to deliver a compelling narrative
Our 
brains 
are 
wired 
for 
story 



Warning – This Did 
Not Work

Hooray – This 
Worked as Predicted!

Serendipity

This is My Story

And, But, Therefore
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Scientific story forms



How often have you heard this 
structure?

”I work on this topic.”
“And I observed this thing.”
”And this thing.”
”And this thing.”
”And this equation describes them.”
“And this is another equation that 
describes them.”
And on and on until the conclusion is,
“And this is the work I would like to do.”
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Randy Olson’s And But Therefore –
via Trey Parker of South Park.
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”I work on this topic.”

“And I observed this thing.”

”And this thing.”

”And this equation describes them,”

“But there is clear mismatch with the 
equation,”

“Therefore I believe a new effort is required.”



8
Be Human 
and
Credible



3M State of Science Index – Recommendations for Scientists 
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1

2

See the Person Behind the Science
Scientists are viewed as credible but perceived as 
inapproachable.  

Connect with Your Audience
Tell compelling stories about the work you are 
doing to change lives. 

https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/state-of-science-index-survey/



Katharine Hayhoe

Find common ground

What do you share?
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November 2018 Palm Springs TED Talk 
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9
Influence
Patiently
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The 
Need

Create 
Interest

Discuss 
Idea

Seek 
Buy-in Proposal 

Ideas Have to Fit in Context

Influence is a Process



Engage people in your ideas

Find out what they like, 
don’t like

Enlist them in solving 
the problems you are 
jointly examining

Think through the 
approach together 



Infuse your 
ideas – then 
let them 
evolve 
organically
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10
Collaborate
Thoughtfully



Build 
Relationships
To Advance
Your Science 
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Influencers

PartnersAdvisors

Funders
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11
Enable
Your Listeners
to Act



11
Enable
Your Listeners
to Act
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Know the purpose of your 
communication.

Ensure the people you ask are in a 
position to take the action you need. 

Leverage each conversation and
presentation to build support for 
advancing your work. 

Build relationships for the long run.



Make the Ask 

What do you think?
Does this fit within your programs?
Who else should we contact?
Will you support with funding?
What would it take to get support?
Will you tell others about us?
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Join our mailing list
Share great examples 
amy@championingscience.com

mailto:amy@championingscience.com

